McMINNVILLE EXCURSION DATE IS SET FOR SATURDAY, OCT. 24

Special Train Leaves Union Station; Roolers Will accompany Team to Linfield Game; Price is Lowered for Youth Tag Days on Sale Today, Thursday, and Friday.

McMINNVILLE is the destination of the special train which has been chartered for the annual football excursion. The trip is to be played with Linfield is scheduled for Saturday afternoon. Tickets for the special will be at the Union Station at 6:00 Saturday morning, may be purchased Wednesday, Thursday and Friday forenoon in Linfield. A special price for the trip has been made by the Southern Pacific Railway.

We Meet

Whitman Tonight

SPOKANE, WASH. Oct. 20—The Whitman College football team met with the students and faculty of SPPU (Spokane Pacific University) at the SPPU gymnasium tonight. The purpose of the meet was to promote friendly relations between the two institutions. The team was welcomed by the SPPU faculty and students with a reserved spirit. The meet included a viewing of the Whitman College football team, a speech by the head coach, and a question-and-answer session with the students. The event was well-attended and concluded with a reception for the Whitman team. The meet served as a great opportunity for the students and faculty of both institutions to come together and enjoy each other's company.
Annual Pledge Dance 'To Be A Clever Depression' Party

Pledges of Kappa Sigma Theta and Sigma Zeta Epsilon to Entertain Saturday.

The annual Pledge Dance to be held Saturday evening by Kappa Sigma Theta and Sigma Zeta Epsilon will be a happy event for the members of the two fraternities and the guests who may be present.

The dance will be at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Keith McDaniel.

Sorority Girls Feted at Tea

Anniversary Year Opened With Alumni Affair

To mark the 15th anniversary of Alpha Chi Omega as a chapter, the sorority girls entertained in a very pleasant tea which was held in the home of Mrs. John West. The guest list included many alumnae and other sorority girls from the house.
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Captains Of Opposing Grid Teams

C. P. S. Seconds Score Win Over Bellarmine Hi

Gibson, Powers and Hansen Star as Loggers Reserve Down Bellarmine Hi

The logger reserve, in their third game of the season, turned in an impressive 20-7 victory over Bellarmine High School. The game was played on the Bellarmine field Wednesday afternoon.

Pagen State's first score came after a series of first down and was made by Mason through the middle of the line. Gibson connected for the extra point.

In the opening half, Foster, Wasser, Powers, and Hansen scored four times. Hansen scored the only touch down of the day and also connected for the try for point.

Carnegie Kent Makes Lab. Change

In order to relieve the congestion in the biology laboratory, Frederick McMillan had the laboratory building removed to his first-story laboratory. In the past, the freshmen have had more room to work together with the upper-classmen, but this year it is impossible.

Loggers Take First Defeat From Coyotes

College of Idaho Wins by a Forward Pass in Last Quarter

The College of Idaho Coyotes captured Friday evening upon the goal line with a 9-yard forward pass, Pagen State Logger down three, afternoon's games, enabled their opponents, making 13 first downs to 8 for the Coyotes, the Log- gers were unable to score. The game was played at the College of Idaho field in the normal manner.

For three quarters, Coach Roy C. Young, of the Pagen State team, had his goal line penetrated and his boys thrown out of the line for several times they made dangerous efforts to break the necessary point to put the ball on the one yard line, but then they were stopped at Idaho's 15-yard line.

It was just at the final quarter when the Coyotes were able to dig their claws in the Pagen State scoring territory. A beautiful pass run by Wilson, left halfback, enabled the Coyotes to advance the ball to the Idaho 30, but Wilson's pass was fumbled and the Coyotes were forced to put the ball on the one yard line once more, but the Pagen State defense held firm, with Benny Davis doing his best to keep the ball away from Idaho's goal. Davis, Davidson, Borden, Young and Wilcox fought well for the Coyotes.

Following this score, the Monroe and Idaho had a determined passing attack against their foes but their efforts were futile. Lines in the paces being uncompleted, the game ended 9-0 in favor of the Loggers and the Loggers take first defeat from the Coyotes.

INTRAMURALS BEGIN SEASON

Intramural Baseball

Team \n
Delta Chi \n
Delphi Delta \n
Kappa Sigma \n
Alpha Chi \n
Sigma Chi

Delta Kappa Phi \n
Alpha Chi Nu \n
Sigma Chi Nu

The season game played Tuesday at the Sigma Epsilon field was definitely in favor of the Sigma Epsilon team, the team being the best of the season so far. The game was played closely for the first few innings but in the end the Sigma Epsilon team came out and took the series seven to one. Several other intramural games also took place.

In the opening half, Foster, Wasser, Powers, and Hansen scored four times. Hansen scored the only touch down of the day and also connected for the try for point.

A Pledge Dance

means Informal Dancing Frocks

Rhodes price for College Budget is $1784

A second low price triangle of

Rhode Bros., 123 3rd

A Football Game

means Swagger Costs

$1574

The border next score came after a 25-yard pass, Gibson to Ransing. The try for the point failed.

Gibson, reserve halfback, made the first two touchdowns after a series of two plays.

The game was in reality just a practice for both teams, making the first advantage of the season for both teams.

In the opening half, Foster, Wasser, Powers, and Hansen scored four times. Hansen scored the only touch down of the day and also connected for the try for point.

In the opening half, Foster, Wasser, Powers, and Hansen scored four times. Hansen scored the only touch down of the day and also connected for the try for point.

Rhodes Bros., 123 3rd

Tickets on Sale Wed., Thurs: & Fri-day

Saturday is Our Day with the Gang. Now only a Good Time Assured by All but also the Opportunity to See the Loggers "ON TO VICTORY."

Our Team is the Best, Our Coach is the Best, Make Our School Spirit Equal.

On TO McMinnville Aboard

Loggers' Special Train Northern Pacific

October 24 6 a.m.

SATURDAY IS OUR DAY with the GANG. NOT ONLY a Good TIME ASURED BY ALL but also THE OPPORTUNITY TO SEE the LOGGERS "ON TO VICTORY."

OUR TEAM IS THE BEST, OUR COACH IS THE BEST, MAKE OUR SCHOOL SPIRIT EQUAL.

Tickets on Sale Wed., Thurs. & Fri-day

Start Counting Your Cash The Goal-4.75
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**The Puget Sound Trail**

**ENDOWMENT**

Newcomers at the Colleges may think the enthusiasm over the Hoosier league and the possible success of the hard work and determination impressive. But others—academicians, professors, trustees, etc.—are in the present season as several years, replete with the happy, grateful hope and waiting.

The current academic glory as the class for settlement with the Rockefeller board drew nearer and nearer. The final ratification by the General Alumni Board is generally expected, especially to those in charge of the endowment drive. Although the present drive has been a success, there is no suggestion to give a full measure of public support. The present drive has been a success, and the President and his faithful co-workers must go the rest of the way. For this, we are not able to give the same benefit from each step in the growth of the school.

In all truth, the recent developments are disastrous to us. As never before the civic clubs have worked to secure this $50,000 budget for the college. Now we have an additional $50,000 to the funds of the school, as soon as a number of legal technicalities which are yet to be resolved have been met, notwithstanding the results of the Rockefeller Foundation. Dr. Todd, and the President, at the present time in an effort to have the alumni decide on the funds raised basely would meet the Rockefeller proposition.

The result of this trip will have a great effect on L. P. S. We eagerly await your return.

There are two types of “yes men.” One type says yes to everything the majority wants because the majority wants it. The other type gives his approval to everything that the minority wants for no other reason than that it is a minority proposal. Neither type is particularly desirable.

**INTERNATIONAL CLASS HOUSES**

The League of Nations has appealed to the United States and Canada to establish more cultural relationships between China and Japan. So far we have allowed ourselves to be lured too many to the false promises of the foreign nations. We are told that we have Japan as a neighbor, that England has India, France has Morocco, Belgium has her easy way to retrieve her Japanese friends, but people in glass houses...—D. H. C.

Our depression has one value at least, in that it provides an escape for everyone to air his private pet, regardless of whether it may have any bearing on the situation or not.